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Renfert sets the benchmark with a powerful CAM extraction unit
SILENT powerCAM TC: So quiet. So powerful. So simple.
With the SILENT powerCAM TC, Renfert has strengthened its portfolio of SILENT extraction units 
with a CAM extraction unit for medium to large-sized milling machines. With exceptionally intel-
ligent extraction unit technology, Renfert has underlined its commitment to making work conve-
nient and simple – “Making work easy”.

The right solution for every requirement – this is the vision that motivates Renfert to continue driv-
ing the success story of SILENT extraction units. As part of the CAD/CAM milling process infra-
structure, the new SILENT powerCAM TC boosts the power of the CAM machine. Designed for 
dental laboratories with typical or average milling volumes, this extraction unit is similar technically 
to the powerful SILENT powerCAM EC CAM extraction unit from Renfert. Thanks to an efficient 
extraction process, dental technicians can be confident that particles of dust are effectively re-
moved. The collector motor of the SILENT powerCAM TC offers optimized process support and is 
perfectly compact. This technically refined motor also comes with a significantly longer service life 
compared to competitor models. If required, the motor can be easily replaced in just a few minutes. 

Pragmatic, smart, and completely silent
The SILENT powerCAM TC includes one of the most advanced filter technologies. With its bag-free 
filter technology that includes automatic cleaning, the effort of changing the dust bag is a thing of 
the past. And because it is fully enclosed, any noise from the collector motor is kept to a minimum. 
Although the extraction unit is incredibly quiet, it offers outstanding suction performance. What’s 
more, the SILENT powerCAM TC communicates with the CAM unit via a bidirectional interface. The 
memory-programmable control mechanism allows notifications to be processed and actions to be 
triggered. And with features such as intelligent, automated activation, the extraction unit is also a 
real asset when it comes to streamlining your work. 

With the SILENT powerCAM TC, dental laboratories can reap the benefits of a CAM extraction unit 
that offers optimized process support and outstanding suction power. And that’s not all – it inspires 
with an unbeatable combination of power and noise suppression too. The SILENT powerCAM TC 
also impresses with a robust and reliable design that is typically Renfert, blending outstanding suc-
tion performance with solid quality and ease of use. The result is unmistakably Renfert: “making 
work easy”.                                                                                        
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